
 
 

 

 
 
 
 

Please note that by law this meeting can be filmed, audio-
recorded, photographed or reported electronically by the use 
of social media by anyone attending.  This does not apply to 
any part of the meeting that is held in private session. 

Please ask for: 
Suzanne Hulks 

 
 
*PLEASE NOTE DATE 
 

7 October 2016 
 
 
Dear Councillor 
 
 

You are requested to attend a meeting of the WELWYN HATFIELD BOROUGH COUNCIL 
AUDIT COMMITTEE to be held on Monday, 17th October, 2016 at 7.30 pm in the 
Council Chamber, Council Offices, The Campus, Welwyn Garden City, Herts, AL8 6AE 
 

 
 
Yours faithfully 

Director (Governance) 
 
 

A G E N D A 
PART 1 

 

1.   SUBSTITUTION OF MEMBERS  
 

 To note any substitution of Committee members made in accordance with Council 
Procedure Rules 19-22. 
 

2.   APOLOGIES  
 

 To receive apologies. 
 

3.   MINUTES  
 

 To confirm as a correct record the Minutes of the meeting held on 25 July 2016 
(previously circulated). 
 

4.   ACTIONS UPDATE  
 

 Report of the Director (Governance) which lists the actions from previous meetings 

Public Document Pack



and their current status. 
 

5.   NOTIFICATION OF URGENT BUSINESS TO BE CONSIDERED UNDER ITEM 11 
AND ANY ITEMS WITHDRAWN FROM THE AGENDA  
 

6.   DECLARATIONS OF INTERESTS BY MEMBERS  
 

 To note declarations of Members’ disclosable pecuniary interests, non-disclosable 
pecuniary interests and non-pecuniary interests in respect of items on this agenda. 
 

7.   PUBLIC QUESTION TIME AND PETITIONS  
 

 Up to fifteen minutes will be available for questions from members of the public on 
issues relating to the work of the Committee and to receive any petitions. 
 

8.   RISK MANAGEMENT 2016 (Pages 5 - 28) 
 

 Report of the Executive Director which provides details of the Council’s Risk 
Management for 2016. 
 

9.   SIAS PROGRESS REPORT 2016 (Pages 29 - 40) 
 

 Progress Report for the Shared Internal Audit Service. 
 

10.   SIAS ANNUAL REPORT 2015-16 (Pages 41 - 54) 
 

 Annual Report of the Shared Internal Audit Service for 2015-2016. 
 

11.   SUCH OTHER BUSINESS AS, IN THE OPINION OF THE CHAIR, IS OF 
SUFFICIENT URGENCY TO WARRANT IMMEDIATE CONSIDERATION  
 

12.   EXCLUSION OF PRESS AND PUBLIC  
 

 The Committee is asked to resolve: 
 

That under Section 100(A) (2) and (4) of the Local Government Act 1972, the 
press and public be now excluded from the meeting for item 12 (if any) on the 
grounds that it involves the likely disclosure of confidential or exempt 
information as defined in Section 100A (3) and Part I of Schedule 12A of the 
said Act as amended. 
 
In resolving to exclude the public in respect of the exempt information, it is 
considered that the public interest in maintaining the exemption outweighs 
the public interest in disclosing the information. 
 
 

13.   ANY OTHER BUSINESS OF AN EXEMPT NATURE AT THE DISCRETION OF 
THE CHAIR  
 

 



Circulation: Councillors G Michaelides (Chairman) 
M Levitt 
S Markiewicz 
 

H Quenet 
S Roberts 
 

   
 
 Executive Board 

Press and Public (except Part II Items) 
 
 
If you require any further information about this Agenda please contact Suzanne 
Hulks, Governance Service Unit on 01707 357349, fax 01707 357257 or email – 
s.hulks@welhat.gov.uk 
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Part I 
Item No: 0 
Main author: Andy Cremer 
Executive Member: Bernard Sarson 
 

 
WELWYN HATFIELD COUNCIL 
AUDIT COMMITTEE 17TH OCTOBER 2016 
REPORT OF THE DIRECTOR (GOVERNANCE) 

RISK MANAGEMENT 

1 Executive Summary 

1.1 This report brings to Members’ attention the current top risks facing the Council, 
as determined by Managers and entered to the TEN Risk Manager System.  The 
risks are presented in two main areas: 

 Strategic risks – showing controls and mitigation plan status.  All strategic 
risks are shown irrespective of risk score as these are the principle risks 
identified in respect of the Council’s promises.  They may be applicable to 
a large number of service areas and be corporately managed. 

 Operational risks – the “red” risks (i.e. those scoring above 16), which 
have been identified within service areas, together with those risks 
scoring 15, which may move into the “red” category in time.   

These risks have been reviewed at the performance clinic in August 2016 and 
reflect the assessments in place for the half year April to October 2016.   

While summary information is presented here, full risk details are available within 
TEN. 

2 Financial Implication(s) 

2.1 There are none directly arising from this report, though of course any risk event 
may have its own financial consequences. 

3 Recommendation(s) 

3.1 Members  are asked to: 

 Review the attached current Strategic Risk Register and top operational 
risks, particularly: 

 Note the controls that are assigned and that they are relevant to the risk in 
question. 

 Ensure that mitigation plans are in place where necessary and that the 
current status is correct. 

 Note comments in respect of each risk where shown. 
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4 Background 

4.1 Each strategic risk has ownership by a Director and an Executive Member.  
Operationally, each Manager and Head of Service is responsible for maintaining 
a register of risks for their service, which could affect the achievement of its 
stated aims and objectives.   

4.2 Both strategic and operational risks are re-assessed on a half yearly basis, with 
any associated mitigation plans or controls being updated on a regular, but as 
necessary basis.  Similarly, expired risks and new risks should be deleted or 
added respectively on an ongoing basis.  Strategic and top operational risks are 
considered as part of the Performance Clinic process and Directors can discuss 
the management of their risks at these sessions.   A Performance Clinic was held 
in August 2016, and the resulting report was received at the Cabinet meeting in 
October 2016. 

4.3 Policy Implication(s) 

4.4 Risk management is a key component of the Council’s governance 
arrangements and links with the overall management of its performance. 

5 Risk Assessment 

5.1 This report contributes to the overall maintenance of our risk management 
arrangements to ensure they are current.  Risk management also forms an 
element of the strategic risk of Governance, shown on the attached risk register. 

6 Explanation 

6.1 The Strategic Risk Register is attached at appendix A and the top operational 
risks are attached at appendix B.  Appendix B also includes those risks scored as 
15 (i.e. 1 point below the threshold for “red” risks).   

Name of author  Andy Cremer, 01707 357169 

Title    Risk and Resilience Manager 

Date October 2016 
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Appendix A: Strategic Risks  

Service 

Team 
Description of Strategic Risk Controls 

Mitigation 

Plans 
Owner 

Current 

Score 

Previous 

Score 

Half-Year 

1 

Previous 

Score 

Half-Year 

2 

CM  

Change Management 
Change Management Failure to change and 

adapt culturally as an organisation and/or 

failure to take account of the changing 
environment. Failure to adapt to the 

changing culture of the government 
Consequences: - reputation - intervention - 

legal and financial implications - political 

implications 

Appropriately Skilled 
and Experienced Staff 

Awareness of Change 
Client Roles 

Communication 

Overview and Scrutiny 
Function 

Use links with Cabinet 
and local MP to 

influence and shape 

the future 
Use of Consultants 

Working groups 

 

Michel Saminaden - 

Chief Executive  

John Dean - Leader 
of the Council and 

Chairman of the 
Local Strategic 

Partnership 

9 

 
9 9 

Any 

Comments 

There has been immense change in the Council’s operations and services over the past 5 years, driven by the need to generate efficiencies as 

a result of cuts in our grants from the Government. New government initiatives, such as the new RTB, New Homes Bonus, the new planning 

regime and the creation of the LEP have brought about the need to do things differently and ‘think outside the box’.   The council is currently 
undergoing a major and fundamental change in its management arrangements as a result of the ‘shared management’ initiative.  There is now 

a joint Chief Executive of the Council and Housing Trust and new governance and senior management processes are being implemented over 
the summer of 2016. It is critical that we continue deploying all of our skills in managing these changes at both management and political 

levels if we are to obtain optimum value for money and efficiency. We will need to keep a continuous and close watch on all external 

developments and adapt to the changing requirements. In doing this, we will work closely with partners and use all of our contacts to keep 
ourselves fully informed, including the Offices of the local MP. 

COM  

Communication 

Communication Failure to communicate the 
Council's priorities to its communities and 

failure to actively manage the Council's 
reputation. Failure to manage the Council's 

messages. Failure to mainstream 
communications and build ownership and 

Communication plans 

are agreed for all 
significant 

projects/high priority 
issues 

Communications 
Strategy is embedded 

Communications 
Strategy 

Life Magazine - 
community 

newsletter 

Tony Kingsbury - 

Executive Member 
for Policy & Culture  

Pam Kettle - 

Director - Finance & 
Operations 

12 

 

 
 

12 

 

12 
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consensus across the organisation. Failure 

to consider communications implications 
and involve the Communications Team. 

Consequences; Loss of trust, loss of 

reputation, unable to manage key council 
messages and news  

and reviewed with 

HoST 
Communications 

Team seeks to attend 

DMTs 
Media Trained Staff 

and Members 
Monitoring system for 

positive and negative 
news coverage 

Review and 

monitoring of 
Communications 

Strategy by Executive 
Board 

Skilled and 

Experienced 
Communications 

Team 
Undertaking 

perception and 
satisfaction based 

surveys 

Undertaking 
Perception Based 

Surveys 

Any 

Comments 

No update from the last half year risk score. 

 

COR  

Corporate Resilience 

Corporate Resilience Failure to meet the 
requirements of the Civil Contingencies Act 

2004, including the material failure or 

inadequacy of plans Failure to respond 
appropriately to a civil emergency or 

business continuity incident, including the 
duty of care to the community and 

Business Continuity 

Incident Management 
Team 

Constitution 

Crisis Support Team 
DR plan 

Duplicate facilities 
Emergency Plan 

BCM Peer Review 

Contractor BCM 
Awareness Raising 

Document 

Crisis Support 
Team 

Exercising 
RAYNET 

Bob Baldock - 

Director - 
Governance  

Bernard Sarson – 

Executive Member 
for Business, 

Partnerships and 
Public Health 

8 

 

12 

 
12 
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statutory duty to respond with other 

agencies The effects of an incident on the 
day to day business of the Council and our 

ability to maintain "business as usual" 

Consequences: Financial costs of backlog 
management, compensation and litigation. 

Damage to Council reputation, including 
criticism at any subsequent inquiry, media 

interest and public criticism. Possible 
effects on human welfare.  

Hertfordshire 

Resilience 
Pandemic Flu Group 

Resilience Team 

Training and 
Exercising Programme 

Volunteer Team 

skills and 
competencies 

WHC Business 

Continuity Plan 

Any 

Comments 

This risk was increased during the period of building works and decanting of services at Campus East, but has been reduced following 

successful completion of this project.  All plans are up to date, the council continues to participate fully in the affairs of Hertfordshire Resilience 
and training and exercising activities are on track. 

 

We have introduced a performance indicator regarding the maintenance of plans and this is being reported to EOSC. 

ENG  

Engagement  
Engagement Failure to involve 

stakeholder/residents in setting Council 

priorities. Consequences: Disengagement 
of communities Poor collaborative 

outcomes Inability to prioritise services and 
resources  

Community 

Engagement 
Programme 

Feedback from service 

based consultation  
Management of LSP 

Engagement Process 
Service based 

customer surveys 

Annual Community 

Engagement 
Report 

Borough Panel 

Consultation 
'My Council' survey 

Pam Kettle - 

Director - Finance & 
Operations  

Tony Kingsbury - 

Executive Member 
for Policy & Culture 

12 

 

12 

 
12 

Any 

Comments 
No update from the last half year risk score. 

EQA  

Equalities and Diversity 

Failure to meet the obligations around 

Equalities and Diversity, including a breach 
of the Equalities Act 2010 and the council's 

own Equalities and Diversity Scheme and 
Equality Improvement Plan. This may be in 

relation to employment matters, 

employees, service delivery, the community 
and customers. Consequences: Litigation 

(and associated financial impacts) and 

Carrying out EIAs for 

all policy and service 

changes 
Codes of Conduct and 

regular mandatory 
training for officers 

and members on 

equality, diversity and 
safeguarding 

Equality and Diversity 

 

Bob Baldock - 
Director - 

Governance  
Tony Kingsbury - 

Executive Member 

for Policy & Culture 

8 

 

8 
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reputational damage.  Steering Group 

Equality Improvement 
Plan and Dedicated 

Resources 

Review of EIAs at 
Equality and Diversity 

Steering Group 
Robust monitoring 

Any 

Comments 

Equality Impact Assessment training has been delivered.  A new Action Plan for 2016/17 is agreed and being monitored via the regular 

Steering Group meetings. 
 

The Single Equality Scheme has been agreed. 

 

FIN  

Finance 
Finance Failure to have sufficient reserves 

to deal with unexpected budget pressures 

resulting from increasing demand on our 
services, worse than predicted Government 

Funding level, volatility and reliance on 
locally generated business rates and 

council tax and the ongoing pensions 

position (as informed by actuarial audit). 
Consequences: The Authority runs out of 

money, external criticism, Government 
intervention, loss of service to tax payers. 

Loss of income from fees and charges. 
Inability to cope with increasing demands 

on services.  

Annual Governance 
Statement 

Asset Management 
Plan 

Budget Challenge 
Process 

Budget preparation 

process 
Budgetary control by 

managers 
Capital Programme 

Codes of Conduct and 

regular mandatory 
training for officers 

and members on 
equality, diversity and 

safeguarding 
Constitution 

Delivery of the 

economic 
development strategy 

External and internal 
audit 

 

Pam Kettle - 

Director - Finance & 

Operations 
Duncan Bell -  

Executive Member 
for Resources 

15 

 

15 

 
15 
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Finance Procedure 

Rules 
Financial Information 

System (Agresso) 

HRA Business Plan 
Medium Term 

Financial Plan 
Monthly collection 

fund monitoring 
Pension fund 

considered as part of 

the annual budget 
process 

Performance 
monitoring of 

collection rates 

Recognition of 
economic downturn 

within future budget 
processes 

Systems reconciliation 
Three year actuarial 

valuation of pension 

fund 
Treasury Management 

Policy 
Use and Control of 

Reserves and 

Balances 

Any 

Comments 

Budget for 2016/17 has been agreed with sufficient reserves, and there are plans to address the growing funding gap.   

 
The 2015/16 outturn was higher than expected at the time of the original budget.   

GOV  

Governance 

Governance Failure to maintain effective 
governance arrangements, including: - 

Standards and Ethics - Anti-fraud and 

Governance Group 

Anti Fraud and 
Corruption Strategy 

Constitution 
 

Roger Trigg - 

Executive Member 
for Governance, 

Community Safety, 

12 

 

12 
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corruption arrangements - Whistleblowing - 

Information governance (FoI, Data 
Protection) - Risk management - 

Compliance with the requirements of the 

Localism Act - Transparency 
Consequences: Litigation, loss of 

reputation, financial impacts, external 
auditor criticism 

Contract Procedure 

Rules 
Dedicated Data 

Protection Officer 

Dedicated FoI Officer 
Employee Code of 

Conduct 
Finance Procedure 

Rules 
Local Code 

Governance 

Member Code of 
Conduct 

Overview and Scrutiny 
Function 

Standards Committee 

Transparency Code 
Whistleblowing Policy 

Police and Crime 

Commissioner and 
Corporate Property 

Bob Baldock - 

Director - 
Governance 

Any 

Comments 

All policies are kept under review. This is kept at medium risk because of the potential impact. 
 

New councillors have now received a comprehensive corporate induction including introduction to the Member Code of Conduct. 

 

H&S  

Health and Safety 

Health and Safety Failure to maintain an 

adequate and effective safety management 
system within the Council, including 

structures, processes, control measures 
and allocations of responsibilities and 

ensuring competence of employees, 
contractors & service providers and 

compliance with safety laws and 

regulations. Consequences: serious injury, 
work-related ill health or fatalities leading 

to lost productivity, absence, litigation, 
external investigation by enforcing 

authorities, and possibly prosecution up to 

Collective Safety 

Responsibility of 

Executive Board 
Communication with 

Employees 
External Inspection 

and Auditing by 
Consultants 

Induction and 

Ongoing Training 
Periodic Inspection of 

Premises, Plant and 
Equipment 

Risk and Resilience 

Condition Survey 

Findings 
Grey Fleet 

Potentially Violent 
Customer Policy 

Stress Policy 

Workplace 
Inspections 

Bernard Sarson – 

Executive Member 
for Business, 

Partnerships and 
Public Health  

Bob Baldock - 

Director - 
Governance 

8 

 

8 
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and including the Corporate Manslaughter 

and Corporate Homicide Act.  
Officer 

Risk Assessments & 
Associated Control 

Measures 

Safety Director Role 
Safety Policy 

Document 

Any 

Comments 

Policy reviews are on track and we are carrying out considerable work on the safety management systems as it relates to the management of 

contractors.  We are starting work on harmonising council and Trust safety policies. 

ICT  

ICT Failure 
ICT Failure Critical failure of ICT services, 

for example due to virus attack, lack of 

network capacity, hacking, hardware 
failure, etc. Consequences: Loss of ICT 

dependent services. 

Alternative methods 

to update local and 
remote databases 

DR plan 
Duplicate facilities 

ICT - Temporary 

Public Switched 
Telephone Network 

connection 
Infrastructure review 

to stabilise our virtual 

environment 
IT Strategy 

Put back BRE lease 
termination date 

Virtual Hardware 

Virtualisation 
Process 

WHC Business 
Continuity Plan 

Duncan Bell -  
Executive Member, 

Resources  

Pam Kettle - 
Director - Finance & 

Operations 

8 

 

8 

 
8 

Any 

Comments 

The Council has been subject to a large amount of attempted virus attacks which have caused disruption in other organisations.  Action has 

been taken to isolate incidents where a virus has got through, or blocked virus attempts reaching the network altogether.  This includes 
blocking emails with the word “invoice” in the title.   

 
Mitigation will continue to be communicated across the Council when it becomes apparent that we are receiving invoices with a virus attached 

to try and isolate any cases as much as possible.   

 
Also investigating other software options for further security “privilege guard”. 

 

LP  
Local Plan 

Failure to have an approved strategy and 

Extensive evidence 

will underpin the  
Bob Baldock - 

Director - 
12 

 

12 

 
12 
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plans in place to deliver sustainable growth 

for the Borough, balancing the demands 
for new development with protection of the 

environment, which where necessary, have 

been through a process of public 
involvement and have been independently 

endorsed by government. Consequences: 
The local economy achieves less than its 

full potential; delivery of New Homes 
Bonus, future Council Tax and Business 

Rate receipts is adversely affected; 

investment proposals do not come to 
fruition; failure to provide sufficient 

affordable housing; local infrastructure 
projects may not be delivered; contribution 

towards funding new and improved local 

facilities does not happen; unplanned 
'hostile' developments occur. Opportunities 

to bring in external funding to assist the 
delivery of sustainable growth are lost; 

Reputational damage. 

development of our 

Local Plan and inform 
our proposals 

Input from CHPP 

Project plan for the 
Local Plan is in place 

Public scrutiny, 
including a public 

examination led by an 
independent Planning 

Inspector 

S106/Community 
Infrastructure Levy is 

in place 

Governance  

Mandy Perkins – 
Executive Member, 

Planning, Housing 

and Community 

Any 

Comments 

Proposed Submission Local Plan agreed by Cabinet on 2 August for public consultation from 30 Aug – 24 Oct.  Local Development Scheme will 
be updated to reflect new timetable for submission in early 2017, public examination in mid 2017 and inspector’s report and adoption in late 

2017, thereby avoiding the threat of Government intervention.  
 

It is anticipated that the plan will be subject to objections from unsuccessful landowners/developers, town/parish councils, community groups 

and residents.  These will be considered by officers/councillors and debated at public examination.  There is possibility that inspector will advise 
Council to consult on modifications before plan can be adopted. 

MPA  

Management of Physical Assets 
Management of Physical Assets Failure to 

adequately manage the physical assets of 

the Council, including its housing and non-
housing properties, open spaces and other 

land and including increased property 
holding in Hatfield town centre . 

Consequences: Loss of usable property 

Asset Management 
Plan 

Capital Programme 

Decent Homes 
Strategy 

Finesse Leisure 
Partnership 

Agreement 

Rewrite/Update 

the HRA Business 

Plan Financials 

Pam Kettle - 

Director - Finance & 

Operations  
Duncan Bell – 

Executive Member 
for Resources 

9 

 

9 

 
9 
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resources. (Lost income and additional 

cost) Risk to Health and Safety to occupiers 
and visitors. Accelerate the 

deterioration/dilapidation of building 

assets. Negative impact on reputation of 
the Council. Potential for investment and 

needs priority mismatches.  

HRA Business Plan 

IPF Property Condition 
Survey (Premises) 

2002 

Neighbourhood 
Shopping Centres 

Policy 

Any 

Comments 

Capital projects are progressing, including the ongoing garage refurbishment programme.   

 

The team are identifying a number of assets that require investment to put forward capital bids for the 2017/18 budget process. 
 

PART  

Partnerships 
Partnerships Failure to achieve and 

evidence the capacity available by working 
in partnership. Consequences: Inability to 

find capacity for sustainable improvement. 

Inability to align with good practice 
requirements. Inability to demonstrate our 

improvements to those who scrutinise us. 
Reputation damage.  

Annual Assessment of 

the Effectiveness of 
Our Partnerships 

Effective management 
of our partnership 

with the Community 
Housing Trust 

Effective management 

of partnership with 
the Community 

Housing Trust 
Effective Management 

of the Finesse Leisure 

Partnership 
Effective management 

of Welwyn Hatfield 
Alliance (Local 

Strategic Partnership) 
Performance Reward 

Grant Management 

Process 
Use of other 

partnership 
agreements as 

needed 

Alliance meetings 

and annual 
conference 

Partnership 
reporting (e.g. 

CHT and Finesse) 

to council 
meetings 

Sustainable 
Community 

Strategy 

Bernard Sarson – 

Executive Member 
for Business, 

Partnerships and 
Public Health  

Pam Kettle - 
Director - Finance & 

Operations 

8 

 

8 

 
8 
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Any 

Comments 

The council and Housing Trust are currently merging support services and forming a joint management team. 

 
A review of the Alliance will be carried out over the next few months. 

 

The annual Alliance Conference is being planned and the date has been set for November. 
 

Business Forum established and meeting approximately quarterly.  Vision/objectives and action plan for 2016/2017 prepared and being 
implemented. 

PERM  

Performance Management 

Performance Management Failure to 
maintain a robust performance 

management culture at every level of the 

organisation, which is proportionate to our 
needs. Consequences: - Inability to 

optimise our service potential as an 
organisation - Inability to achieve the local 

impact we want to see in our communities 
- Inability to demonstrate good value for 

money and high quality services - Inability 

to demonstrate where we are improving 
our services - Inability to identify and 

tackle instances of under-performance  

Delivery of the 

performance 
management 

framework 
Delivery of the 

quarterly performance 

clinics 
Performance and risk 

exception reports to 
Cabinet 

Performance Appraisal 
Scheme for 

Employees 

Performance indicator 
reports to Committees 

Use of the TEN risk 
and performance 

management system 

Annual service 

team plans 
Annual team plans 

Corporate Business 
Plan and action 

plan 
Medium Term 

Financial Strategy 

Tony Kingsbury - 
Executive Member 

for Policy & Culture  
Pam Kettle - 

Director - Finance & 
Operations 

12 

 

12 

 
12 

Any 

Comments 
No update from the last half year risk score. 

PROC  

Procurement 

Procurement Failure to procure effectively 

and efficiently, including failures of contract 
management arrangements and client side 

monitoring procedures Consequences: 
Over pay for goods/services. Poor quality 

goods/services. Failure to achieve desired 

outcomes. 

Annual Governance 

Statement 

Constitution 
Contract Procedure 

Rules 
Embedding 

procurement with 

HoST 

New Procurement 

Implementation 
Plan 

Bernard Sarson – 

Executive Member 

for Business, 
Partnerships and 

Public Health 
Bob Baldock - 

Director - 

Governance 

8 

 

8 

 
8 
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External and internal 

audit 
Finance Procedure 

Rules 

Finesse Leisure 
Partnership 

Agreement 
Internal/External 

Audit 
Procurement function 

Procurement 

Handbook 
Procurement strategy 

Procurement Training 
Sustainable 

Procurement Strategy 

Any 

Comments 
Training on procurement portal has been rolled out allowing a more auditable approach to the procurement process. 

PROJ  

Project Management 

Failure to properly manage projects 
including a potential lack of capacity or 

skills, pressure to meet deadlines and 

targets and resolving unforeseen complex 
issues. Consequences: Project drift and a 

failure to meet targets on time, cost or 
quality. Financial effects on the authority, 

potential litigation, reputational damage 
and stress to employees involved. 

Consequential effects on service delivery 

and assets.  

Contract Procedure 

Rules 

Contractual remedies 
Deliivery of the 

performance 
management 

framework 

Delivery of the 
quarterly performance 

clinics 
Formation of project 

teams 
Overview and Scrutiny 

Function 

Procurement function 
Risk Assessments & 

Associated Control 
Measures 

 

John Dean - Leader 
of the Council and 

Chairman of the 
Local Strategic 

Partnership Michel 

Saminaden - Chief 
Executive 

12 

 

12 

 
12 
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Any 

Comments  

SAF  

Safeguarding 
Failure to meet obligations in respect of 

children and vulnerable adults, including 

our Safeguarding Policy and working in 
partnership with other agencies, including 

the Hertfordshire Safeguarding Children 
Board and the Hertfordshire Safeguarding 

Adults Board. This risk also covers our 

arrangements under the government's 
PREVENT strategy. Consequences: Abuse 

may remain undetected or unreported, 
resulting in harm to a child or vulnerable 

adult. Possible litigation and reputational 

damage. 

Designated 

Safeguarding Officers 
Group 

Mandatory 

Safeguarding training  
Representation and 

Learning through 
Herts Safeguarding 

Boards 
Safeguarding Policy 

Senior Management 

Leadership on this 
Issue 

 

Tony Kingsbury - 

Executive Member 
for Policy & Culture 

Bob Baldock - 

Director - 
Governance 

8 

 

8 

 
8 

Any 

Comments 

SIAS carried out a recent audit and provided substantial assurance (April 2016) 

 
The Action Plan for 2016/17 is agreed and the Steering Group continues to meet on a regular basis. 

STF  

Staff 

This risk covers a failure to: . Manage staff 
morale and motivation in challenging times 

. Adequately manage employee 

performance through the setting of SMART 
objectives and targets . Implement People 

Strategy, succession and workforce 
development plan. . Recruit, retain and 

develop talented employees. . Take 
initiatives to manage employee wellbeing 

Consequences Consequences: Overall 

capacity may be reduced, and low morale 
may result in reduced goodwill and 

productivity. This could result in a failure to 
achieve targets and objectives and affect 

service delivery. There may also be a 

necessity to use agency staff, resulting in 

Guidant Managed 

Service Contract 
Health and Wellbeing 

Sessions 

HR - Training Needs 
Analysis 

HR Policies and 
Procedures 

'Jobs Go Public' 
application tracking 

system 

Learning and 
Development Plan 

Monitoring appraisal 
scheme 

Occupational Health 

Contract 

Staff - Introduce 

workflow and self 
service 

Bob Baldock - 

Director - 
Governance  

Roger Trigg - 

Executive Member 
for Governance, 

Community Safety, 
Police and Crime 

Commissioner and 

Corporate Property 

6 

 

6 

 
6 
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increased expenditure  Optima 

People Strategy 

Any 

Comments 

This risk remains the same - staff morale is perceived to be low and the council has issued a recent staff survey and will analyse the data 
received. 

Ongoing work is being undertaken to update key HR policies and where appropriate, the staff survey results will feed into those. 
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Appendix B: Top operational Risks 

Strategy and Development 

Service 

Team 
Description of Operational Risk Risk Owner Controls 

Mitigation 

Plan 

Current 

Score 

Previous 

Score 

Half-Year 

1 

Previous 

Score 

Half-Year 

2 

PL 6  

Inadequate professional resource 

Inability to provide acceptable level of service 
due to insufficient staff or staff with insufficient 

knowledge and experience. Consequence(s): 
Poor provision of service to the customer. 

Inability to adequately provide service. This may 

lead to greater instances of complaint. Potential 
for inability to meet government targets with 

regard to service delivery. Reputational and 
potential financial risk. 

Colin Haigh - Head of 

Planning Sue Tiley - 
Planning Policy & 

Implementation Manager 
Mark Harvey - Manager 

Building Control Manager 

Lisa Hughes - 
Development 

Management Service 
Manager 

Planning - 

Recruitment 
Policy  

16 

 

16 

 
16 

Any 

Comments 

Recruitment of experienced planners remains an on-going problem.  WHBC salaries for senior planners are about £5,000 lower than some 

other councils in Herts.  Turnover of staff remains high, particularly in development management and enforcement teams.  Head of Planning is 
conducting stress questionnaire with staff to understand consequences of very high workload and criticism of service as a consequence. 

PL 8  

IT Failure or Inappropriate/Inadequate IT 

Systems 
Loss of or corruption of monitoring information, 

consultation databases, records and files. IT 
systems which are not capable of performing to 

the necessary complexity and scope. 
Consequence: Inability to provide acceptable 

level of service according to both customer 

expectation and Government requirements. This 
may lead to financial and reputational penalty. 

Inability to complete planning policy formulation 
or monitoring processes, inability to determine 

planning applications, inability to take 

enforcement action, inability to deal with building 

Colin Haigh - Head of 

Planning Sue Tiley - 
Planning Policy & 

Implementation Manager 
Lisa Hughes - 

Development 

Management Service 
Manager Mark Harvey - 

Manager Building Control 
Manager 

ICT - Backup 
and Recovery 

Arrangements 
ICT - Disaster 

Recovery Plan 

ICT - Firewall 
ICT - Virus 

Detection 

 
16 

 

16 

 
16 
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control applications, etc.  

Any 

Comments 

New SAN is in place and has improved dramatically the performance of the overall infrastructure with back-ups running much 
quicker.  Investment bids will come forward for the 2017/18 budget process to actively maintain and improve the IT infrastructure 
to ensure it continues to meet the growing needs from across the Council.  This risk will be reviewed downwards at the next 
assessment date. 

SH 3  

Strategic Housing - Non Delivery on section 
106 sites. 

Risk - Private developers no longer building on 
s106 sites. Consequences - Failure to deliver the 

affordable Housing programme and meet the 

corporate promises. 

Sian Chambers - Head of 

Housing & Community 
Services Jeremy Morton - 

Principal Housing 
Development Manager 

Strategic 

Housing - 
Planning 

Toolkit viability 
appraisials 

 
16 

 

16 

 
12 

Any 

Comments 

We continue to negotiate with developers on all sites to achieve policy compliance wherever possible.  However there are considerable viability 

issues on key sites. 

 

 

Finance and Operations 

Service 

Team 
Description of Operational Risk Owner Controls Mitigation Plans 

Current 

Score 

Previous 

Score 

Half-Year 

1 

Previous 

Score 

Half-Year 

2 

ES 9  

Environment Services - Recycling 

Finances/Markets 
Materials sent for recycling have a 

value. The value of the material will rise 
and fall based on world wide 

commodity markets. In a low value 
commodity market there is the 

potential for the Council not to receive 

current values for material sent for 
recycling. However, it has to be 

reminded that value of material can go 
up as well as down. 

Durk Reyner - Head 
of Environment 

Services Kirsten 
Roberts - Community 

and Environment 

Services Manager  

Environmental Services 
- Fixed Price Contracts  

16 

 

12 

 
16 

Any The value of commodity materials has fallen over the last two years. However, the market may have now reached a low point in value. 
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Comments Recycling materials follow metal and oil values. 

FS 19  

Finance - Loss to the Council as a 
result of fraudulent activity via 

internal or external sources 
Monetary loss as a result of fraudulent 

activity through external sources via 

electronic payments, computer hacking, 
attempts to deceive staff or by staff 

themselves resulting in loss of council 
funds and lack of confidence in financial 

systems, poor audit opinion and 

reputational damage. 

Jane Cika - Finance 
Manager Tim Neill - 

Head of Resources 
Jane Yeo - Finance 

Systems & Controls 
Manager Pam Kettle 

- Director (Finance & 

Operations) 

Finance - Ensure 
financial procedures 

are being followed 
Finance - Financial 

Procedures 

Finance - knowledge 
sharing of fraudulent 

attempts by outside 
bodies 

Finance - Quarterly 
independent electronic 

audit, testing 

robustness & PCI 
compliance. 

Finance - secure IT 
systems 

Finance - Separation of 

duties 

 

Finance - financial 
procedures to 

ensure independent 
checks to changes 

and new bank 

details requests. 
Finance - 

intelligence sharing 
of fraudulent 

attempts with SIAS, 

SAFS and other 
Herts groups. 

15 

 

5 

 
5 

Any 

Comments 

Internal audit reports of key financial processes provided substantial assurance levels in 2015/16.  A number of recommendations are being 

followed up to ensure financial procedures are adequately robust 

FS 20  

Finance - Restructure process 
results in inadequate financial 

services to the Housing Trust and 
Council 

Failure to provide adequate financial 

services to the Housing Trust and the 
Council during the period of change 

and the merging of services leading to 
lack of financial control and poor 

decision making resulting inability to 
achieve Council and Housing Trust 

objectives over the medium to longer 

term. 

Jane Cika - Finance 

Manager Pam Kettle 
- Director (Finance & 

Operations) Tim Neill 
- Head of Resources 

Kevin Hurd - 

Accounting Services 
Manager 

Finance - attendance 

at corporate boards 
and working groups to 

ascertain requirements 
of Finance 

Finance - clear 

planning for handover 
of knowledge. 

Finance - Ensure 
agreement with 

Housing Trust allows 
council to obtain 

information required 

for its accounting, 
reporting and statutory 

Finance - clear 

planning for 
handover of 

knowledge 
Finance - 

Identification of 

project lead for 
restructure and 

maintenance of a 
project risk log 

Finance - 
Involvement of 

Human Resources in 

the planning and 
completion of the 

15   
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obligations 

Finance - Ensure that 
Finance are 

represented on the 

working group and 
that financial due 

diligence work is 
carried out and 

reviewed. 
Finance - establish 

ongoing systems and 

controls to support the 
other mentioned risk 

controls. 
Finance - Financial 

protocols between 

housing trust finance 
team and council 

finance team 
Finance - Identification 

of project lead for 
restructure and 

maintenance of a 

project risk log. 
Finance - ongoing 

team meetings, 
supervision and two 

way communication 

Finance - On-going 
training of finance staff 

Finance - recruitment 
process to appoint 

staff competent in 

their roles 
Finance - Regular 

communication and 
engagement of all staff 

project. 

Finance - Regular 
communication and 

engagement of all 

staff involved 
through the 

restructure process. 
Finance - Use of 

external resources 
as required tofill any 

gaps. 

Finance - Ensure 
that procedures are 

kept available, up to 
date and applied. 

Finance - Staff 
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involved 

Finance - staff 
appraisals 

Any 

Comments 

Significant changes in finance personnel as a result of the restructure process.  Management are in the process of recruiting a number of 

interim assignments to ensure there is adequate cover and handover until it is possible to recruit permanently.   
 

Human Resources have been actively involved during the consultation period for the shared finance team.   
 

Following job evaluation process we will be in the position to recruit permanently to the vacant posts. 

 

Governance 

Service 

Team 
Description of Operational Risk Owner Controls 

Mitigation 

Plans 

Current 

Score 

Previous 

Score 

Half-Year 

1 

Previous 

Score 

Half-Year 

2 

HC 12  

Hackney Carriages - Occupational stress  

Occupational stress arising from hackney 
carriage work. Consequences: Sickness absence, 

reduction in service delivery, potential for claim 
against the council. 

James Vaughan - 
Hackney 

Carriage Officer 

Nick Long - Head 
of Public Health 

& Protection 

Hackney Carriages 

- Complaints and 
Investigation 

Policy 
Hackney Carriages 

- family support 

Hackney Carriages 
- Line 

management 
support 

Hackney Carriages 

- support network 

Hackney 

Carriages - 

consideration of 
office space 

Hackney 
Carriages - 

Revised customer 

service and 
complaints 

strategy 
Hackney 

Carriages 

Recording of 
telephone calls 

20 

 
20  

Any 

Comments 

This issue remains live but the introduction of revised working practices should help to mitigate. Certain sectors of the hackney carriage trade 
remain challenging to deal with. 

HC 7  
Hackney Carriages - Verbal abuse and 
aggression towards hackney carriage staff 

James Vaughan - 
Hackney 

Hackney Carriages 
- CCTV 

Hackney 
Carriages - 15 15  
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Carriage Officer Hackney Carriages 

- Personal 
Protective 

Equipment 

Hackney Carriages 
- Potentially 

Violent Customer 
Database 

Hackney Carriages 
- video badges 

Incident logs 

Hackney 
Carriages - 

Regular checks to 

ensure CCTV is 
working 

Hackney 
Carriages 

Recording of 
telephone calls 

 

Any 

Comments 
Revised working practices have helped to reduce this risk. 

HC 9  
Hackney Carriages - Deliberate damage to 

hackney carriage staff personal property 

For example cars, homes, animals 

James Vaughan - 

Hackney 

Carriage Officer 
Nick Long - Head 

of Public Health 
& Protection 

Hackney Carriages 
- cars registered to 

the office 

Hackney Carriages 
- CCTV at home 

address 
Hackney Carriages 

- Training 

 
16 

 
16  

Any 

Comments 
For historic reasons this risk remains live, processes and procedures are in place to help manage it. 

Public Health  

Food Safety Competency 

Changes to the Food Law Code of Practice 

require two staff to receive additional training to 
meet new baseline standards 

Nick Long - Head 
of Public Health 

& Protection   
15 

 
15  

Any 

Comments 
Clarity has now been obtained and this risk will be adjusted downwards in light of some new national guidance. 

PH 11  

Public Health - Failure to recruit and 
maintain competent staff 

Failure to recruit and maintain competent staff 
leading to inadequate numbers of competent 

staff being available at given time. 

Consequence(s): Failure to provide acceptable 
levels EH service, increased pressure on 

Nick Long - Head 
of Public Health 

& Protection 

Environmental 

Health - Robust 
Interview and 

Selection 

Techniques 

 
15 

 

15 

 
15 
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remaining staff, potential government 

intervention using default powers, inability to 
deal with key cases leading to long term latent 

environmental damage. 

Any 

Comments 
Recruitment remains an issue, however retention appears to be less of a risk. 

PH 14  

Public Health - Inability to Conduct 
Investigations, Serve and Enforce Legal 

Notices or Remedy Dangerous 
Situations/WID 

Inability to conduct necessary statutory 
investigations and inspections including limited 

use of equipment, access to reference works 

and the timely release of information. Inability 
to serve and enforce statutory notices leading to 

ongoing risk situation and public health, safety 
or environmental hazard. Potential default of a 

statutory duty. Ongoing dangerous situation 

persisting risk to public. Consequence(s): 
Default of statutory duty or code of practice, 

failure to inform, warn or protect the public, 
ongoing risk situation where a public health, 

safety or environmental hazard is not controlled,  

Nick Long - Head 
of Public Health 

& Protection 

Appropriate Work 

Allocation Among 

Staff in Post 
Budget 

Car Loan Scheme 
Computerised 

Notice Generation 
Contractual 

Arrangements for 

Staff to Provide a 
Car for Work 

Digital evidence 
copying facility 

Multiple 

Authorisations for 
Some Notices 

Sound 
Deputisation 

Arrangements for 

Head of Service 
Training 

 
15 

 

15 

 
15 

Any 

Comments 
This remains a risk, although recent operational experience has shown we are managing it effectively. 

PH 24  

Public Health - Out of hours noise 
monitoring for breach of notice 

This risk relates to a situation where the council 
has fulfilled its statutory duty to serve a noise 

abatement notice however the monitoring to 

see if the notice is complied with needs to take 
place on nights where there is no out of hours 

Nick Long - Head 
of Public Health 

& Protection   
20 

 

20 

 
20 
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service in place. The main consequences of this 

are protracting a legal case, damage to 
reputation, negative press coverage, poor 

customer service and continuing exposure to 

nuisance for members of the public. There is a 
smaller risk of ombudsman challenge  

Any 

Comments 

Given childcare and other responsibilities it remains a challenge to monitor noise nuisance notices outside of the operation reprise 
arrangements. 

PH 29  

Public Health - failure to deliver an 
'Operation Reprise' shift 

Inability to carry out an Operation Reprise shift 
due to lack of resources, either from the 

Environmental Health Team of Herts Police. 

Consequences: reputational damage due to 
failure to act in response to complaints.  

Nick Long - Head 
of Public Health 

& Protection 

Operation Reprise 
- MoU with Herts 

Police 
Operation Reprise 

- Back up 
arrangements in 

place 

Operation Reprise: 
Rota drawn up 

well in advance 
and confirmed 

Use of street 

warden team 
15 

 

15 

 
15 

Any 

Comments 
We have managed to deliver all the necessary shifts to date. 
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Welwyn Hatfield Borough Council 
Audit Committee  

Internal Audit Progress Report 
17 October 2016 

 
 
 

Recommendation 
 

Members are recommended to note the 
Internal Audit Progress Report and approve 

amendments to the Audit Plan as at  
26 September 2016 
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1 Introduction and Background 
 

Purpose of Report 
 

1.1  To provide Members with: 
  
a) the progress made by the Shared Internal Audit Service (SIAS) in 

delivering the Council’s 2016/17 Internal Audit Plan as at 26 
September 2016,  

b) the findings for the period 11 July 2016 to 26 September 2016 
c) the details of changes to the planned start dates of audits from the 

approved 2016/17 Audit Plan,  
d) the proposed amendments required to the approved 2016/17 Audit 

Plan, and  
e) an update on performance management information as at 26 

September 2016. 
 

Background 
 

1.2 Internal Audit’s Annual Plan for 2016/17 was approved by the Audit 
Committee at its meeting on 21 March 2016. 

 
1.3 The Audit Committee receive periodic updates against the Annual 

Internal Audit Plan, the most recent of which was brought to this 
Committee on 25 July 2016. 

 
1.4 The work of Internal Audit is required to be reported to a Member Body 

so that the Council has an opportunity to review and monitor an 
essential component of corporate governance and gain assurance that 
its internal audit function is fulfilling its statutory obligations. It is 
considered good practice that progress reports also include proposed 
amendments to the agreed annual audit plan. 
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2  Audit Plan Update 
 

 Delivery of Audit Plan and Key Audit Findings 
 

2.1 As at 26 September 2016, 38% of the 2016/17 Audit Plan days had 
been delivered (calculation excludes contingency). Appendix A 
provides a status update on each individual deliverable within the audit 
plan.   

 

2.2 The following reports and assignments have been issued or completed 
in the period since the previous Audit Committee on 25 July 2016: 

 

Audit Title Date of Issue Assurance 
Level 

Number of 
Recommendations 

 

2016/17 Audit Plan  

Hatfield 2030 – Project 
Account 2016/17 

21 July 2016 
Unqualified 

Opinion 

1 Medium 

1 Merits Attention 

Enforcement 
26 September 

2016  
Substantial None 

Disabled Facilities Capital 
Grant Declaration 

30 September 
2016 

Unqualified 
Opinion 

None 

 

2.3 A summary is provided below of the recommendations made within the 
 above reviews. 
 

Audit Title Control Area and Summary of 
Recommendations 
 

Response / 
Implementation 
Date 

Hatfield New 
Town 
Renewal 
Framework - 
Project 
Account 

2016/17  

Partnership Agreement (Medium Priority) – 
In the event that future phases of the project 
require additional funding from partners the 
use of more formal funding agreements should 
be considered, thereby providing increased 
certainty over future project funding and 
contributions due from each partner. The 
above agreements should also include relevant 
details over the financial governance 
arrangements for the project. 
 
Financial Information (Merits Attention 
Priority) – Consideration should be given to 
providing additional financial information to the 
Board concerning project budgets, profiles and 
variances. This will assist in the financial 
management of the project. 

Agreed – 
December 2016 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Agreed – 
December 2016 
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2.4  One unplanned review has been completed during this reporting period 
relating to the certification of the Disabled Facilities Capital Grant 
return.   
 

2.5 In respect of other audits, the review of Business Rates (NDR) is at 
quality review stage and a further four audits are currently in fieldwork 
(see Appendix B for details). Planning has also commenced on a 
further five audits in line with the schedule of audit start dates detailed 
within Appendix B.  
 
Changes to Projected Audit Start Dates 
 

2.6 To help the Committee assess the current situation in terms of 
progress against the projects in the 2016/17 Audit Plan, Appendix B of 
this report provides an analysis of agreed start dates. These dates 
have been agreed with management and resources allocated 
accordingly. This is designed to facilitate smoother delivery of the audit 
plan through the year. 
 

2.7 It is proposed that the audit of Treasury Management is postponed until 
October to allow the audit of the payroll system to be brought forward 
to facilitate its completion before staff changes within the Finance team 
at the Council. 
 
Proposed Audit Plan Amendments 
 

2.8 There is one proposed audit plan amendment within this reporting 
period and this relates to the Head of Assurance certification of the 
2015/16 Disabled Facilities Capital Grant return.   
 

2.9 It is a requirement of the grant determination for this particular funding 
stream that the Chief Executive and Chief Internal Auditor of each of 
the recipient authorities sign and return a declaration to the Department 
for Communities and Local Government. This confirms that the grant 
has been used in accordance with the grant conditions and is required 
to be returned by the 30th September 2016. As stated in paragraph 2.2 
this work has now been completed. 
 

2.10 As the Council had no remaining contingency days within the 2016/17 
plan, two days were taken from the ad hoc advice allocation to allow 
this work to be completed.   
 
High Priority Recommendations 

2.11 Members will be aware that a Final Audit Report is issued when it has 
been agreed (“signed off”) by management; this includes an agreement 
to implement the recommendations that have been made.  
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2.12 The Council’s Principal Governance Officer is responsible for following 
up the implementation status of the internal audit recommendations. 
No new high priority recommendations have been made in 2016/17. 

 

Performance Management 

2.13 Performance indicators and associated targets are approved by the 
SIAS Board on an annual basis.   The actual performance for Welwyn 
Hatfield against the targets that are monitored in year is set out in the 
table below. 

Performance Indicator Annual 
Target 

Profiled 
Target 

Actual to  
26 September 
2016 

1. Planned Days – 
percentage of actual billable 
days against planned 
chargeable days completed 

95% 42% 38% 

2. Planned Projects – 
percentage of actual 
completed projects to draft 
report stage against planned 
completed projects 

95% 39% 30% (7 out of 23) 

3. Client Satisfaction – 
percentage of client 
satisfaction questionnaires 
returned at ‘satisfactory’ level  

100% 100% 100%* 

4. Number of High Priority 
Audit Recommendations 
agreed 

95% 95% 

N/a – No High 
Priority Recs 
Currently Made 

 

*  Client Satisfaction score based on 3 questionnaires received relating to 15/16 audits
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2016/17 SIAS Audit Plan 
 

AUDITABLE AREA 
 

LEVEL OF 
ASSURANCE 

RECS AUDIT 
PLAN 
DAYS 

LEAD 
AUDITOR 

ASSIGNED 

BILLABLE 
DAYS 

COMPLETED 
STATUS/COMMENT 

H M L 

Key Financial Systems –  70 days 

Main Accounting System      6 SIAS 0.5 In planning 

Debtors      8 SIAS 0.5 In planning  

Creditors      8 SIAS 0.5 In planning 

Treasury Management - Investments - 
CRSA Year 2 

    8 
SIAS 

0.5 
In planning 

Payroll      10 SIAS 3 In fieldwork 

Council Tax     10 SIAS 5 In Fieldwork 

NDR     10 SIAS 8 Quality Review 

Housing Benefits     10 SIAS 0 Allocated 

Operational Audits –   93 days 

CCTV     10 BDO 5 In Fieldwork 

Campus West     10 SIAS 7 In Fieldwork 

Enforcement Substantial 0 0 0 10 SIAS 10 Final Report Issued 

Business Continuity     10 BDO 1.5 TOR issued 

Disabled Facilities Grant Substantial 0 0 2 10 SIAS 10 Final Report Issued 

Streetscene Client Substantial 0 1 2 10 SIAS 10 Final Report Issued 

Land Charges     10 SIAS 0 Allocated 
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AUDITABLE AREA 
 

LEVEL OF 
ASSURANCE 

RECS AUDIT 
PLAN 
DAYS 

LEAD 
AUDITOR 

ASSIGNED 

BILLABLE 
DAYS 

COMPLETED 
STATUS/COMMENT 

H M L 

Asset Management     10 BDO 0 Allocated 

Safeguarding Part 2     10 SIAS 0 Allocated 

Hatfield 2030 Project N/A 0 1 1 3 SIAS 3 Final Report Issued 

DFG Capital Grant Certification  N/A 0 0 0 2 SIAS 2 Final Report Issued 

Procurement – 5 days 

Procurement     5 SIAS 2 In Fieldwork 

Local Reviews –  5 days 

Audit recommendations follow up     5 SIAS 1 As required 

Shared Learning –  5 days 

Shared Learning Newsletters and 
Summary Themed Reports  

    
2 SIAS 0.5 Through Year 

Audit Committee Workshop      1 SIAS 0 Allocated 

Joint Review – topic to be confirmed     5 SIAS 0 Allocated 

Risk Management and Governance –  10 days 

Risk Management     5 SIAS 0 Allocated 

Corporate Governance     5 SIAS 0 Allocated 

Ad Hoc Advice – 5 days 

Ad Hoc Advice     3 SIAS 1 As and when required 

IT Audits –  20 days 
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AUDITABLE AREA 
 

LEVEL OF 
ASSURANCE 

RECS AUDIT 
PLAN 
DAYS 

LEAD 
AUDITOR 

ASSIGNED 

BILLABLE 
DAYS 

COMPLETED 
STATUS/COMMENT 

H M L 

Data Security     10 SIAS 0.5 In planning 

IT Audit 2 – To be confirmed     10 SIAS 0 Allocated 

Strategic Support and Contingency –  39 days 

Head of Internal Audit Opinion 15/16     5 SIAS 5 Complete 

Audit Committee     8 SIAS 4 Quarterly 

External Audit Liaison     4 SIAS 2 On-going 

Monitoring & Client Liaison     10 SIAS 6 On-going 

SIAS Development     5 SIAS 2 On-going 

2016/17 Audit Planning     5 SIAS 0 Allocated 

Contingency – 5 days 

Contingency     0 SIAS 0  

 

15/16 Projects requiring 
completion- 5 days 

    5  5  

Facilities Management   0 3 3 2 SIAS 2 Final Report Issued 

WHBC TOTAL   0 5 8 260  97.5  
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Note:  The above schedule is considered as the agreed plan for the audit year. Changes to planned dates within this progress reporting period are highlighted in grey and 
further details are provided within section 2.6 of the progress report.  
 
 

 
Apr 16 

 

 
May 16 

 
Jun 16 

 
July 16 

 
Aug 16 

 
Sept 16 

 
Oct 16 

 
Nov 16 

 
Dec 16 

 
Jan 17 

 
Feb 17 

 
Mar 17 

  
Enforcement – 
Final Report 

Issued 

 
Procurement 

– In 
Fieldwork 

Council 
Tax-  In 

Fieldwork 

Payroll -  In 
Fieldwork 

Main 
Accounting 

– In 
Planning  

Treasury 
Management 
In Planning 

Land 
Charges 

Housing 
Benefits 

Asset 
Management  

Safeguarding 
Part 2 

 

 Disabled 
Facilities Grant- 

Final Report 
Issued   

  

Non 
Domestic 
Rates – 
Quality 
Review 

 
Debtors – 

In 
Planning   

Business 
Continuity – 
TOR issued 

Risk 
Management 

Second 
IT audit 

Corporate 
Governance 

 
  

Streetscene 
Client – Final 

Report Issued 
  

CCTV-  In 
Fieldwork 

 
Creditors– 

In 
Planning 

Data Security 
– In 

planning 
     

Hatfield 2030 – 
Final Report 

Issued 
    

Campus 
West – In 
Fieldwork 

      

     

Disabled 
Facilities 

Grant 
Claim – 

Completed 
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Levels of assurance  

Full Assurance There is a sound system of control designed to achieve the system objectives and manage 
the risks to achieving those objectives. No weaknesses have been identified. 

Substantial Assurance Whilst there is a largely sound system of control, there are some minor weaknesses, which 
may put a limited number of the system objectives at risk. 

Moderate Assurance Whilst there is basically a sound system of control, there are some areas of weakness, which 
may put some of the system objectives at risk. 

Limited Assurance There are significant weaknesses in key control areas, which put the system objectives at 
risk. 

No Assurance Control is weak, leaving the system open to material error or abuse. 

 

Priority of recommendations 

High There is a fundamental weakness, which presents material risk to the objectives and requires 
urgent attention by management. 

Medium There is a significant weakness, whose impact or frequency presents a risk which needs to be 
addressed by management. 

Merits Attention There is no significant weakness, but the finding merits attention by management. 
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Introduction and Highlights 
 
Welcome to the annual report covering the activity of the Shared Internal 
Audit Service in the 2015/16 financial year.    
 
Established in 2011, the Service is considered to be an exemplar of local 
authorities working in partnership.  The commitment and dedication of the 
team and the co-operation of our partners continues to allow the service to 
combine the ‘in-house’ appreciation and understanding of local 
government, with the business-like focus of the big internal audit firms. 
 
In 2015/16, our compliance with the Public Sector Internal Audit Standards 
was the subject of an independent peer review; an exercise that confirmed 
the Service was operating at the highest level of conformance. In addition 
the audit methodology used by the Service was revised, with the new 
approach being commended by the independent review team. 
 
Once again SIAS exceeded its two key performance indicators and it 
continues to deliver high quality audit services to its clients.   

I am very proud of the work of the team and delighted to be able to share 
some of the highlights of our working year in this report. 

 

Terry Barnett 

Head of Assurance for the Shared Internal Audit Service 

July 2016 

 

 

Terry Barnett 

Head of Assurance for the 

Shared Internal Audit 

Service 
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Maintaining High Levels of Delivery 
 
Despite some challenges late in the year related to staff absences, our 
billable days and audits delivered targets were exceeded with figures of 
97% and 96% respectively achieved.   
 
This continues the trend for delivering high performance results that has 
been a feature of the last five years.     

Figure 1: Percentage of audits days delivered 

 
 

Figure 2: Percentage of audits to draft stage 

 

Key performance 
targets continue 
to be exceeded… 
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Independently Assured 
The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) require that an annual 
self-assessment be carried out as part of a Quality Assurance and 
Improvement Programme.  This assessment seeks to evidence that 
effective arrangements are in place and internal audit standards are in line 
with good practice.  

SIAS chose to join a peer review group to facilitate a programme of 
independent validation of each member’s self-assessment and in January 
2016 the Service was the subject of a peer review carried out by Veritau 
Ltd, an Audit Partnership located in Yorkshire. 

The outcome from the review was that SIAS achieved the highest level of 
conformance to the PSIAS; having a charter, policies and processes that 
fully meet the Standards. 
 
When carrying out the review the Veritau team found high standards of 
service delivery and a number of areas of good practice; some of their 
feedback is provided below: 

 ‘The review team received consistently positive feedback about SIAS 
from client officers and audit committee members’  

 ‘The service has credibility and its recommendations and advice are 
valued by management’ 

 ‘The service is focussing on the right areas and there is an appropriate 
mix between compliance work and more forward looking strategic type 
audits’ 

 ‘The auditors conduct themselves in a professional manner, display 
knowledge of the areas they are auditing, adopt a flexible approach 
and are seen to be responsive to the needs of the client’ 

 ‘Time management is excellent and there is a real emphasis on 
efficient working, assignment planning, review and control’.   

 

 

“…the service has 
credibility and its 
recommendations 
and advice are 
valued by 
management…” 
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Shared Learning - The Power of Partnership 
 
It has long been part of the vision of our Board that the service acts to 
facilitate the sharing of learning across its partners. A shared learning 
culture, both formal and informal, is developing momentum through our 
team, our sister services within Assurance and across our partners and 
opportunities abound to publicise and promote issues big and small.  
 
Shared learning highlights for the year included a workshop on Risk 
Management in which all our partners participated. The workshop and 
subsequent report benchmarked the approach to risk management, risk 
appetite and risk registers to understand approaches and areas of 
difference. Of great benefit to the workshop, was not only the attendance of 
Risk Managers from our partners, but also Service Heads and Managers 
who enlightened proceedings with the reality of risk management at the 
‘coal face’ of service delivery. Together we examined the key areas and 
identified areas for potential continuous improvement.  
 
 

 

Over the course of 2015/16, our quarterly shared learning papers became 
embedded and are now a regular feature at management boards, 
governance groups and team meetings across our partners. General 
learning points arising from our work and the wider local government 
environment have been disseminated through our regular papers with 
contributions from across our Assurance Service. This last year has seen a 
number of special editions covering topical issues such as safeguarding 
and counter-Fraud, as well as a summary of themes arising from our key 
financial systems work across our partners. Our recent safeguarding paper 
based on themes arising from our safeguarding audits across our partner 
base stimulated great interest and debate when presented to the District 
Safeguarding Group. 

 

…our quarterly shared 
learning papers are 
now a regular feature at 
management boards, 
governance groups and 
team meetings across 
our partners  
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Developing our Processes 
With the SIAS trading model centred on the delivery of audit services within 
pre-agreed budgets it is important that we constantly review the ways in 
which the service carries out its work. 2015 /16 saw a major revision of our 
methodology that sought to meet two key objectives: 
 

 Compliance with the Public Sector Audit Standards; and 

 Minimising the costs associated with the work that allows us to arrive 
at our conclusions and opinions.  

 
Utilising the skills of the SIAS team through an initial brainstorming session 
and project mid-point consultation, the project team sought to arrive at a 
solution that would both: exploited existing technology; and streamline 
some of the repetitive tasks involved in maintaining the complex working 
papers required to support our assurance opinions. 
 
Utilising the Microsoft Excel package the new methodology allowed us to 
house the audit working file in a single document which incorporates links 
to evidence files in the same location. 
 

 
  
A large portion of the sample of audit projects that were used in the 
independent review were carried out using the new methodology and the 
reviewers made the following reference to the quality of the approach in 
their final report: 

‘Audit assignments are well planned and the testing is directed to those 
areas of greatest importance.  Working papers are completed to a 
consistently good standard and the audit reports are clear and concise’.   

Constant revision 
to stay up to 
date, relevant and 
efficient  
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First Class Customer Service 
In order to monitor our effectiveness and improve our service, at the end of 
each assignment we request the completion of a short satisfaction survey.  
We have been given and have acted upon invaluable improvement ideas, 
and we are proud of the fact that we have received 95% satisfactory or 
higher feedback rating from our customers. 

 

Some of the comments that accompany the formal scoring document are 
shown below:   

 

 ‘A very efficient, professional, service with excellent regular 
communication’ 

 

 ‘Discussions around the draft report were well handled to end up with 
an appropriate recommendation that we have already actioned’ 

 

 ‘…we now have a report that helps informs future actions’ 
 

 ‘The final report captured the issues well and the recommendations will 
undoubtedly help us to develop an action plan with audit 
recommendations having 'added value' for the officers involved’ 
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Performance - Outcomes 
SIAS worked on 309 assurance and other projects during the year, giving 
the assurance opinions and recommendations detailed in the charts below.   

For those pieces which resulted in a formal assurance opinion the 
distribution of opinions is set out in figure 3 below: 

 
Figure 3:  Distribution of Audit Opinions 2015/16 
 

 
 

For those audits where recommendations were required the priority ratings 
are set out in figure 4 below: 

 
Figure 4:  Prioritisation of Recommendations 2015/16 

309 assurance and 

other projects 

identifying 663 
recommendations 
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Performance Indicators  
The overall business performance of SIAS is monitored by the SIAS Board 
by means of a balanced scorecard which provides a range of measures by 
which progress can be evaluated. 

The overall performance of SIAS against our key performance indicators is 
reported below 

Table 1: SIAS Business Performance 

Indicator Target Actual as at 
31 March 

2015 

Actual as at 
31 March 

2016 

Commentary  

Progress against 
plan: actual days 
delivered as a 
percentage of 
planned days. 

95% 98% 97%  

The service continues 
to exceed its two key 
performance indicators.  

 
Progress against 
plan: audits issued 
in draft by 31 
March  

95% 98% 96% 

 

Client satisfaction  

 

Satisfactory 
and above 

 

96% 95% 
Good performance in 
this area 

 

 

 

Financial Performance of SIAS  
SIAS began operating on a fully traded basis in 2012/13. 

Appendix A sets out the summary financial position at 31 March 2016.  

The partners determined that the service should aim to build a small 
surplus in order and to move to considering the financial position of the 
service on a three year rolling basis.   

The intention of this is to smooth the impact of any unforeseen events 
impacting on trading performance in future years. 
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Future Developments 
 

 
  
With SIAS now fully established and the Shared Anti-Fraud Service 
becoming an integrated part of the Assurance process, 2016/17 seems the 
appropriate time to consider future developments. 

Among the outcomes from the independent peer review referenced 
elsewhere in this report were two recommendations directed at the SIAS 
Board, these were: 

 That the SIAS Board define the strategic vision, objectives and 
priorities for the business; and  

 The Board should try to leverage the benefits of developing a single 
brand for the wider service. 

With these recommendations closely linked to each other the matters have 
been included in the SIAS 16/17 Service plan and will be taken forward via 
a separate project that will seek to establish the business advantage that 
an approach which sees all assurance services e.g. Audit, Anti-Fraud, 
Health & Safety etc. could secure. 
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Our Board Members 
The SIAS Board provides strategic direction and oversight for the 
partnership, bringing a wealth of local government experience and insight 
to our operation. 

   

Clare Fletcher, SBC 

Assistant Director (Finance) 

Sajida Bijle, HBC 

Director of Resources 

Owen Mapley, HCC 

Director of Resources 

   

Norma Atlay, NHDC 

Director Finance, Policy & 
Governance 

Pam Kettle, WHBC 

Director of Finance & 
Operations 

Philip Gregory, EHC 

Head of Strategic 
Finance & Property 

  

 

Jo Wagstaffe, WBC and 
TRDC 

Shared Director of Finance 

Terry Barnett, SIAS 

Head of Assurance 
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SIAS cost centre: revised budget against outturn 2015/16 
 

     Budget  Outturn  

     £    

 

Salaries & Salary Related     1,140,772  1,061,939  

Partner / consultancy costs     51,273  109,514  

Transport     12,130  8,466  

Supplies     27,374  14,773  

Office Accommodation cost     22673  17005  

RCCO       854  

     1,254,222  1,212,551  

Total expenditure         

     

Income     1,250,594  1,238,126  

Net surplus / deficit    -3,628  25,575  
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Levels of assurance  

Full Assurance There is a sound system of control designed to achieve the system objectives and 
manage the risks to achieving those objectives. No weaknesses have been identified. 

Substantial Assurance Whilst there is a largely sound system of control, there are some minor weaknesses, 
which may put a limited number of the system objectives at risk. 

Moderate Assurance Whilst there is basically a sound system of control, there are some areas of weakness, 
which may put some of the system objectives at risk. 

Limited Assurance There are significant weaknesses in key control areas, which put the system objectives 
at risk. 

No Assurance Control is weak, leaving the system open to material error or abuse. 

 

Priority of recommendations 

High There is a fundamental weakness, which presents material risk to the objectives and 
requires urgent attention by management. 

Medium There is a significant weakness, whose impact or frequency presents a risk which 
needs to be addressed by management. 

Merits Attention There is no significant weakness, but the finding merits attention by management. 
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